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On Scalarity in the Verbal Domain. 
The Case of Polish Psych Verbs.  
Part 1: Polish Perfective Psych Verbs and Their 
Prefixes

Abstract
Polish perfective psych verbs are generally analyzed as inceptive predicates focusing the 
beginning of an emotional state holding of an experiencer. However, a perfective psych 
verb can also denote an event of gradual scalar change. In this paper, I argue that on the 
inceptive reading a perfective psych predicate denotes a transition from a state in which 
p does not hold to a state in which p holds of an experiencer. In events of gradual change, 
there is an increase in the degree on the scale of intensity of a given psych state or on the 
(abstract) extent scale contributed by a verb’s argument. As the internal temporal structure 
of the events denoted by perfective psych predicates can depend on elements of syntactic 
context outside the verb, the domain of aspectual composition in Polish is not the verb, 
pace Rothstein (2020), but VoiceP/vP.
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Streszczenie
Dokonane czasowniki stanów emocjonalnych analizowane są zwykle jako czasowniki wy-
różniające fazę początkową danego stanu. Te same predykaty mogą w pewnych konteks-
tach składniowych wyrażać znaczenia ewolutywne. W artykule przedstawiona jest hipote-
za, że w kontekstach inicjalnych, czasownik wyraża moment zaistnienia stanu w nosicielu. 
W kontekstach ewolutywnych, predykat wyraża stopniową zmianę na skali intensywności 
stanu lub stopniowe nabycie stanu przez wszystkie części podzielnego argumentu czasow-
nika. Zależność interpretacji wewnętrznej struktury temporalnej zdarzeń opisywanych 
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przez dokonane czasowniki stanów psychologicznych od kontekstu składniowego pokazu-
je, wbrew tezie w pracy Rothstein (2020), że interpretacja rodzaju zdarzenia ustalana jest 
w języku polskim na poziomie struktury zdaniowej (VoiceP/vP).

Słowa kluczowe
inicjalność, Aktionsart, aspekt dokonany, Hipoteza Skali, zmiana skalarna, czasownik pa-
rametryczny, nosiciel stanu, język polski

1. The problem*

This paper focuses on the semantics of perfective Polish psych verbs, which 
are analyzed in the literature as predicates focusing the beginning of the psych 
state lexicalized in a  given verb(al root) (Rozwadowska 2003, 2012, 2020; 
Młynarczyk 2004; Pastuchowa and Stawnicka 2008; Wiemer and Seržant 2017, 
inter alia).1 On this view, the temporal interval over which the state denoted 
by the perfective psych predicate holds of the experiencer (Exp) in (1b) in-
cludes an initial boundary, unlike in (1a), where the interval in which the state 
expressed with the imperfective verb holds does not have a specified onset.2, 3 

* This research is funded by grant 2014/15/B/HS2/00588 from National Science Centre, 
Poland.

1 The term ‘psych verb’ is due to Levin (1993: 189), where a psych verb is taken to relate an 
emotional state to an individual, the holder or bearer of the state in Verhoeven’s (2007) typology 
of experiential verbs. Apart from verbs of emotional state, Verhoeven classifies as experiential 
predicates also verbs of bodily sensation, cognition, volition and perception. Psych verbs are 
typically dyadic predicates with an experiencer (Exp) and a second argument, which has been 
variably referred to as theme (Belletti and Rizzi 1988), stimulus (Landau 2010; Grafmiller 2013), 
causer, target-of-emotion (T), or subject matter-of-emotion (SM) (Pesetsky 1995). The second 
argument of a psych verb will be referred to here as stimulus (S). 

2 The prefixes are bolded in the examples given in this paper and they are separated from 
their bases with a full stop mark in the glosses. The superscript i on a verb indicates imperfective 
aspect and p indicates perfective aspect, a notation used throughout this paper. Grammatical in-
formation is given in the glosses only where necessary. The abbreviations used in the glosses are 
as follows: 1/2/3 – 1st/2nd/3rd person; acc – accusative, agr – agreement; f – feminine gender; 
gen – genitive case; imp – imperative; impers – impersonal; inf – infinitive; inst – instrumental 
case; m – masculine gender; n – neuter gender; obl – oblique; poss – possessive; ptcp – partici-
ple; se – reflexive pronoun/Voice marker; sg – singular number; pl – plural number.

3 The lexical semantics of the verbs discussed here has been consulted with Słownik języka 
polskiego (https://sjp.pl), abbreviated here as SJP, and Słownik języka polskiego PWN [PWN 
Dictionary of Polish] (https://sjp.pwn.pl/), henceforth referred to as SJP PWN. Where avail-
able, the translational equivalents of Polish verbs are from the PWN English-Polish Dictionary 
(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/pl/dictionary/english-polish/) and from the PWN Polish- 

-English Dictionary (https://dictionary.cambridge.org/pl/dictionary/polish-english/). Naturally- 
-occurring examples are from the National Corpus of Polish (NKJP) available at http://nkjp.pl/ 
(cf. Przepiórkowski et al. 2010), the SJP PWN Corpus abbreviated here as SJPC (http://korpus.
pwn.pl/), from random Google searches, and/or from the research listed in the References. The 
examples without a specified source are constructed.
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(1) a. Jan kochałI Marię (bardzo) (*w tydzień)
 John loved Mary.acc a.lot in week
 ‘John loved Mary (a lot) (*in a week).’
b. Jan pokochałP Marię (bardzo) (w tydzień).
 John po.loved Mary.acc a.lot in week
 ‘John began to love Mary (a lot) (in a week).’

However, perfective psych verbs can also denote events of gradual change 
along a scalar dimension. In the situation described in (2), there is a gradual 
increase in the intensity of the psych state holding of Exp between the begin-
ning and the end of the interval specified by the time span adverbial w niecały 
miesiąc ‘in less than a month’.

(2) W niecały miesiąc Jan stopniowo pokochałP Marię
in not.whole month John gradually po.loved Mary.acc
jeszcze bardziej.
even more
‘John gradually got to love Mary even more in less than a month.’

In the naturally-occurring example in (3a), the perfective psych predicate ex-
presses a change along the extent scale associated with Exp, which is decom-
posable into component countries and acquires the property of being in the 
given psych state part by part. That Exp serves as an incremental theme in (3a) 
is corroborated by the availability of the adverb stopniowo ‘gradually’, which 
tracks the part-structure of Exp, as shown in (3b).

(3) a. W ciągu dwóch dekad zachód 
 in duration two.gen decades.gen West.nom
 zniechęciłP się do Pakistanu. (Google)
 z.disheartened se to Pakistan
  ‘The West has become disheartened towards Pakistan over the course of (the 

last) two decades/Western countries have become disheartened towards 
Pakistan over the course of (the last) two decades.’

 b. W ciągu dwóch dekad zachód stopniowo zniechęciłP się do Pakistanu.
  ‘The West has gradually become disheartened towards Pakistan over the course 

of (the last) two decades/Western countries have gradually become disheart-
ened towards Pakistan over the course of (the last) two decades.’

Thus, when a perfective psych predicate is interpreted inceptively, as in (1b), 
there is no progress or advancement along the temporal scale and there is no 
increase along the intensity of a state or along the extent dimension. The time 
span adverbial in (1b) measures the time between some reference time and 
the time of the occurrence of the event, i.e. it has the after and not the during 
interpretation (cf. Beavers 2012, 2013). In contexts in which a perfective psych 
predicate denotes an event of gradual scalar change, as in (2) and (3), there is 
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progress along, respectively, the scale of intensity and the scale of extent, which 
correlates with progress along the temporal scale. Here, the time span adverbi-
als have the during, and not the after interpretation.

The main question that sentences like (1b), (2) and (3) raise is how the in-
ternal temporal structure of the events denoted by the perfective predicates, 
i.e. their Aktionsart, is determined in Polish and how the same morphological 
form of a verb can give rise to a punctual or a gradual change reading in con-
text. In Slavic languages, in which the perfective/imperfective distinction is 
grammaticalized and almost every verb is either perfective or imperfective in 
all its forms, perfective verbs are often taken to denote delimited events with 
a final endpoint. Filip and Rothstein (2006), Filip (2008, 2017), and Rothstein 
(2020) argue that Slavic perfective verbs denoting events with a final endpoint 
lexicalize a null maximalization operator, defined in (4), which applies to (par-
tially ordered) events and yields sets of maximal or telic singular events. 

(4)  Telicity corresponds to the maximalization operator MAXE. It is a monadic opera-
tor, such that MAXE (∑) ⊂ ∑, which maps sets of partially ordered events ∑ onto 
sets of maximal events MAXE (∑). (Filip 2008: 219)

Importantly, an event can be maximal only with respect to some scale, where 
a scale is a device for measuring an event (in context). For MAXE to pick out 
the largest event, the scale must be bounded, i.e. it must have a final endpoint. 
As events cannot be directly measured (Krifka 1989), the scales are provided 
by arguments or by run times. For example, drink by itself denotes a set of un-
ordered drinking events, which can be partially ordered relative to the volume 
of the object that is consumed in a drinking event, e.g. wine, which provides 
a criterion for ordering wine-drinking events according to the quantities of 
wine drunk in a set of events. An event of taking a sip of wine may develop 
into a larger, more developed event, e.g. an event of drinking a glass of wine, 
two glasses of wine, a bottle, etc. The maximal event is the most developed 
version of the set of (partially) ordered events. The objects that can measure 
events can also be abstract measuring scales, e.g. an hour indirectly measures 
the temporal trace of the event denoted by John walked for an hour. Depend-
ing on a language, MAXE can be overtly realized by a morphological marker, 
e.g. a prefix, suffix, or a complex predicate construction, etc., or it can be null 
(cf. Filip 2008, 2017). Furthermore, it can apply at different levels in the se-
mantic representation of events. In English, MAXE is phonologically null and 
it applies to the denotation of VP (or IP). In Russian, and potentially in oth-
er Slavic languages, MAXE is null, like in English, but it is present in perfec-
tive underived and derived verb stems and not at the VP/IP-level. According 
to Filip (2008, 2017), perfective-stem forming prefixes (and the semelfactive 
suffix -nu in Russian) are not markers of perfectivity (cf. also Filip & Rothstein 
2006; Rothstein 2020). The main reason why the prefixes in perfective verbs 
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are not overt exponents of MAXE is that prefixes are present in the perfective 
stems of both maximal and non-maximal events, as illustrated with the Polish 
examples in (5a) and (5b) respectively. In addition, they are part of the mor-
phological structure of secondary imperfectives, as illustrated in (5c) and (5d). 
If prefixes encoded perfectivity, the secondary imperfectives in (5c) and (5d) 
would be marked both for perfectivity and for imperfectivity, which have in-
compatible formal and semantic properties. 

(5) a. wyjechaćP ‘leave’
b. wytrzymaćP ‘bear, endure’
c. wyjeżdżaćI ‘leave/be leaving’
d. wytrzymywaćI ‘bear / be bearing, endure / be enduring’

Rothstein (2020) argues that there are three ways in which a maximal event 
can be born in a  language in which the perfective is a  V  operator, such as 
Russian (and potentially other Slavic languages). First, the final endpoint can 
be contributed by an underived verb itself. Underived achievements, which 
denote transitions “from a  situation or state of not being in a  certain place 
to a state of being in that place” (Rothstein 2020: 166) are examples of verbs 
which lexically encode an endpoint. Rothstein includes in the class of under-
ived Russian achievements verbs of appearance like javit’saP ‘appear’, verbs of 
change of possession like dat’P ‘give’ and verbs of change of position like sest’P 
‘sit down’. Second, a verb can be derived with a so-called pure perfectivizing 
prefix, which does not change the lexical meaning of the base (imperfective) 
verb or root and adds the meaning of completion. Verbs with pure perfectiv-
izing prefixes have secondary imperfective partners. According to Rothstein, 
a prefix in a perfective verb with a secondary imperfective partner indicates 
that the parameter for maximalization is the incremental structure of the event 
denoted by the verb. A  third category of perfective verbs are verbs without 
a secondary imperfective partner, in which the prefix adds lexical information 
that determines the scale along which the events in the denotation of a perfec-
tive predicate are ordered. The scale can be spatial, temporal, etc. The temporal 
scale is lexicalized, e.g., in the delimitative prefix po-, which derives temporally 
delimited activity verbs, as illustrated with the Polish example in (6).

(6) Jan pospacerowałP wczoraj godzinę.
John po.walked yesterday hour.acc
‘John walked for an hour yesterday/John spent an hour walking yesterday.’

According to Filip (2008), Filip and Rothstein (2006), and Rothstein (2020), 
the events denoted by a verb derived with the delimitative prefix po- are max-
imal and telic. As the prefixed verb itself provides the endpoint, which cor-
responds to a vague measure of ‘a short while’, the durative adverbial in (6) 
does not endow the denoted events with a final endpoint. Instead, it simply 
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provides further information as to what counts as ‘a short while’ in a given 
context (but cf. Piñón 2001 for the view that the verbal predicate in (6) is atelic 
and that it is telicized by the adverbial).

Perfective psych verbs in (1b), (2) and (3) raise two main problems for the 
account outlined above. First, if the psych verb in (1b) is a derived achievement 
predicate, which is how Filip (2008) analyzes Czech counterparts of cognitive 
experiential verbs like recognize and notice, it is interpreted by means of MAXE. 
Cognitive verbs like recognize are analyzed as achievements, among others, 
in van Voorst (1992) and Rothstein (2004) in reference to English, Rothmayr 
(2009) in reference to German, and Młynarczyk (2004) and Łazorczyk (2010) 
in reference to Polish. Following Vendler (1967), achievement predicates 
are analyzed as punctual, i.e. as true of a  single time moment (Smith 1997; 
Filip 2008, inter alia).4 The evidence in support of the punctual character of 
achievements is that they are compatible with a time span adverbial with an 
after reading, as in (1b), and with time-point adverbials like suddenly (Smith 
1997: 49). As shown in (7), Polish perfective psych predicates are compatible 
with nagle ‘suddenly’.

(7) Obóz władzy pokochałP nagle Olgę Tokarczuk. (Google)
camp establishment po.loved suddenly Olga.acc Tokarczuk.acc
‘The ruling establishment suddenly began loving Olga Tokarczuk.’

As Filip (2008) notes herself, analyzing achievements as punctual is problem-
atic for the assumption that they are interpreted by means of MAXE, as be-
ing punctual, they do not have parts that could be stages of one another. Filip 
nonetheless takes MAXE to apply to achievements, albeit by default.

The second problem that Polish perfective psych verbs pose for the view 
that MAXE is V-internal is that although neither the root verb nor the prefix 
changes in (2) and (3), the maximality of the events in (2) and (3) is deter-
mined with respect to different scales. In (2), the final endpoint of the event 
of change is provided by the final degree to which the intensity of the state 
changes in the interval over which the state holds of Exp in the denoted event. 
This final degree is the target degree in the structure of a comparative adverb 
(cf.  Kennedy and McNally 2005). In (3), maximality is determined with re-
spect to the upper-bounded extent scale associated with the experiencer argu-
ment, which denotes a plurality of countries and can thus serve to determine 
a maximally developed stage of an event of change. The examples in (2) and 
(3) thus show that the domain of aspectual composition is not V, similarly to 
a language like English, in which the internal temporal structure of events is 
typically determined at the level of VP, but can also be determined at the level 

4 However, achievements are analyzed as occupying two adjacent moments on the temporal 
axis in Rothstein (2004), Rappaport Hovav (2008, 2014), and Beavers (2012, 2013). See also fn. 6.
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of VoiceP/vP. The latter is shown in (8), where the incremental structure of the 
denoted events and their final endpoints are determined by the subject argu-
ments (Rothstein 2004; Filip 2008; Beavers 2012, 2013). 

(8) a. John entered the icy water (very slowly).
b. At the turtle race, the winning turtle crossed the finish line in 42 seconds.

To account for the different readings of perfective psych predicates in con-
text, viz. the inceptive reading in (1b) and the gradual scalar change readings 
in (2) and (3), I argue here that a perfective psych verb describes a transition 
along a  scale in all its uses. Interpreted inceptively, a  perfective psych verb 
denotes an event of punctual scalar change, i.e. a transition from a situation 
in which a given (psych) state does not hold to a situation in which it holds 
(cf. Rappaport Hovav 2008, 2014; Beavers 2012, 2013). Although an inceptive-
ly interpreted perfective psych verb is a punctual event, it does not culminate 
any preliminary process leading up to the transition (cf. Rozwadowska 2012, 
2020), similarly to recognize and notice in English. However, as the event has 
exactly two parts, which can be ordered with respect to each other on a two-
point scale [0, 1], the denoted events can be interpreted by means of MAXE.5, 6  
On a gradual change reading, a perfective psych predicate has more than two 
parts and it is associated with a  multi-point property (intensity) scale with 
a final degree contributed by a comparative adverbial or by a bounded argu-
ment of the verb the part-structure of which determines the extent of change. 
Assuming that a comparative adverbial is an adjunct to VoiceP/vP in (2) and 
that the (experiencer) argument that provides the extent scale is in the speci-
fier of VoiceP/vP in (3), the aspectual interpretation of a perfective psych pred-
icate is not determined (solely) at the level of V  in Slavic, contra Rothstein 
(2020), but at the level of VoiceP/vP. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I inves-
tigate the prefixes forming the stems of perfective psych verbs interpreted in-
ceptively with a  view to determining if their distribution is sensitive to the 
argument realization class of a given psych verb, as determined by the mor-
phosyntactic properties of the verb’s argument(s) (cf. Dahl and Fedriani 2012). 
This section is also concerned with finding out whether a prefix can change 
the core meaning of the base verb or root, whether perfective and imperfective 

5 According to Beavers (2013: 691), a minimal event of change takes two time moments. The 
zero-point on a two-point scale is the beginning and the final point (1) is the end of a minimal 
event of change. While punctual events of scalar change have exactly two parts in their lexical 
meaning, I assume here that they are true at a single time moment, which is the onset of a given 
psych state (cf. also Rozwadowska 2012, 2020). The beginning of the given psych state is the 
maximal stage in the denotation of a perfective psych verb interpreted inceptively.

6 Note that a  perfective psych verb can also denote a  transition out of a  psych state, e.g. 
odkochaćP się ‘to stop loving’.
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psych verbs with the same core (lexical) meaning have different c-selectional 
and case-licensing properties, and whether the combination of a prefix and 
a verbal base or root can give rise to an idiosyncratic meaning. If the prefixes 
forming perfective psych verbs are not argument structure modifiers, they do 
not have secondary imperfectives and their contribution to the base or root is 
fully compositional, they qualify as superlexical and can be analyzed as mark-
ers of perfectivity with scope over VoiceP/vP (Ramchand 2004, 2007; cf. also 
Svenonius 2004; Gehrke 2008, inter alia). In this section, I show that although 
the prefixes in perfective psych verbs are not argument structure modifiers, 
a number of perfective psych verbs have secondary imperfective partners and 
thus they are VP-internal, and further, the combination of the prefix and the 
base verb or root is not always (fully) compositional. Thus, I  will not ana-
lyze the prefixes in perfective verbs with a psych-state denoting base verb or 
root as superlexical here (cf. also Žaucer 2005 in reference to inceptive za- in 
Slovenian, Wiland 2012 in reference to Polish za-, and Tatevosov 2015 in ref-
erence Russian za-). Instead, following, among others, Filip (2008, 2017), the 
prefixes in the perfective (psych) verbs will be taken here to encode scale as 
well as event endpoints. 

 In Section 3, I investigate the event structure of perfective psych verbs in-
terpreted inceptively (cf. (1b)). I show here that eventive (prefixed) imperfec-
tive psych verbs that allow the progressive induce the imperfective paradox, 
a property they share with simplex events of change analyzed as happenings in 
Bach (1986), but not with Bach’s culminations. Building on Rappaport Hovav 
(2008, 2014) and Beavers (2012, 2013), I argue here that similarly to happen-
ings, perfective psych predicates interpreted inceptively are punctual events 
with exactly two parts ordered on a two-point [0, 1] scale. I  further suggest 
that the scale is projected by a prefix deriving a perfective psych verb. A punc-
tual perfective psych verb is a  simplex event in the sense of Beavers (2012, 
2013), i.e. it is a  transition from a  state in which p does not hold to a  state 
in which p holds (of the experiencer). The happenings denoted by perfective 
psych verbs can be interpreted by means of MAXE not by default, contra Filip 
(2008), but because they have exactly two atomic parts (Beavers 2013: 691). 
The final endpoint on the two-point [0, 1] scale is the beginning of the psych 
state lexicalized in the base verb or root (cf. fn. 6). Thus, the events denoted 
by perfective psych verbs are acceptable with time span adverbials only on an 
after reading (Rozwadowska 2012, 2020). To account for the stative perfect 
readings of punctual psych verbs, on which a psych state that begins in the 
past holds at utterance time, following Ramchand (2004, 2007), the perfec-
tive and imperfective will be assumed here to be null operators of viewpoint 
aspect in the head of AspP. An operator of grammatical (viewpoint) aspect 
relates a reference time variable (t) to a single time moment in the temporal 
trace of an event (τ) (Ramchand 2004: 333). However, as a perfective verb can 
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have the temporal trace of an event (τ) as an argument, as argued, among oth-
ers, by Filip (2008, 2017), Kagan (2015), Rothstein (2020), following Gehrke 
and Grillo (2009), event time (τ) and its relation to the reference time varia-
ble (t) will be taken to be represented at the level of VoiceP/vP, and not at the 
level of AspP. 

In Section 4, I offer an informal analysis of Polish perfective psych predi-
cates denoting complex events in the sense of Beavers (2012, 2013), i.e. events 
of change with more than two parts, the initial and the final, which are as-
sociated with a  multivalued scale and which can thus be modified by time 
span adverbials with a during reading. The complex events of change denoted 
by perfective psych predicates are the events of gradual scalar change in (2) 
and (3), in which the scale of change is contributed by linguistic context and 
not by the prefix. Agentively interpreted perfective psych verbs, which are de-
rived accomplishments, are also complex events of change. They have an in-
cremental event structure with an unspecified process event leading up to a re-
sult state. The endpoint on the multi-point scale of change is the beginning of 
a  (result) psych state.7 The interpretive options available to perfective psych 
predicates in different linguistic contexts in Polish support scalar approaches 
to verb meaning (cf. Rappaport Hovav 2008, 2014 and the references there-
in) and to the meaning of verbal prefixes in Slavic offered in Filip (2003, 2008, 
2017), in which verbal prefixes deriving perfective verbs introduce an ordering 
on event stages which can be along a different scale in context (cf. also Kagan 
2015). The same morphological form of a perfective psych verb can give rise to 
a punctual or a gradual change reading because the denoted events are events 
of scalar change, which include in their semantic representation a transition 
point to a (result) psych state holding of Exp. Section 5 concludes the paper.

7 Not all (im)perfective verbs with Exp mapped onto an internal argument have an agentive 
reading and not all imperfective verbs have an eventive reading. The agentive reading, illustrat-
ed in (i), licenses an agent-oriented adverb celowo ‘deliberately’ and describes an event of change 
of state The eventive reading, in which the subject argument does not act with the purpose of 
triggering a given psych state in Exp, but Exp undergoes a change of state is shown in (ii). Here, 
the subject argument is a non-agentive stimulus. The stative reading is illustrated in (iii). In 
Biały (2005), the criteria distinguishing between stative and eventive/agentive psych verbs with 
Exp mapped onto an internal argument in Polish include compatibility with time-point adverbi-
als, imperative mood, bound iterativity, and distinct interpretations in present tense. 

 (i) Jan (celowo) rozzłościłP Marię.
  John deliberately roz.annoyed Mary.acc
  ‘John deliberately annoyed Mary.’
 (ii) Jan rozzłościłP Marię swoim zachowaniem.
  John roz.annoyed Mary.acc se.poss.inst behavior.inst
  ‘John annoyed Mary with his behavior.’
 (iii) Zachowanie Jana złościłoI Marię (cały wieczór).
  behavior John.gen annoyed Mary.acc entire evening
  ‘John’s behavior annoyed Mary (the whole evening).’
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2.  Argument structure and argument realization 
classes of Polish psych verbs and their prefixes

This section investigates the distribution of prefixes in perfective psych verbs 
in Polish. The psych verbs are divided here into argument realization classes 
based on the morphosyntactic properties of the experiencer (Exp) and stimu-
lus (S) arguments to see if the distribution of prefixes is sensitive to the argu-
ment realization class to which a predicate belongs. Dahl and Fedriani’s (2012) 
taxonomy of argument realization classes has been adopted here, as it can help 
identify language-specific classes of psych verbs and verb(al root)s that can 
belong to more than one argument realization class in a language. As in Dahl 
and Fedriani (2012), only NPs or PPs realizing the Exp and/or S argument are 
taken into account here. Some of the classes are further divided into subclasses 
depending on whether only the perfective verb is prefixed or both a perfective 
and an imperfective verb with the same lexical meaning have prefixed stems.8 
The presentation and discussion of the argument structure and argument re-
alization classes of Polish psych verbs is preceded by a short note on the mor-
phological structure of a Polish verb.

2.1. Polish verbal morphology
Polish has robust verbal morphology (Laskowski 1999; Wróbel 1999; 
Młynarczyk 2004; Łazorczyk 2010; Szymanek 2010, inter alia) and verbs have 
complex morphological structure, which Czaykowska-Higgins (1998) de-
composes into four stems: the C-stem, the VS-stem, the TM stem, and the 
P/N-stem. The C-stem is an underived root or a stem derived with a prefix, VS 
is the stem formed with a verbalizing suffix, TM is the stem to which tense/
infinitive/participle morpheme attaches, and P/N is the stem to which agree-
ment (person, number and gender in the past tense) morphology attaches, as 
shown in (9).

(9) [[TM [VS [V (Prefix) [ C-stem ] V ] (VS) V ] (TM) TM ] P/N ]

Perfectivity is usually morphologically marked by means of a prefix or a suffix 
in Polish, as shown in (10).

(10) a. kochaćI / pokochaćP ‘love’
b. błyskaćI / błysnąćP ‘flash’

8 This section draws on the work on Polish psych verbs in Biały (2005), Bondaruk and 
Szymanek (2007), Rozwadowska (2003, 2012, 2020), Rozwadowska and Bondaruk (2019),  
and Bondaruk (2020).
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Primary imperfective verbs are not prefixed. Secondary imperfectives are pre-
fixed and they are formed with the suffix –ywa and its allomorphs (cf. Laskowski 
1999; Szymanek 2010). The verbalizing suffix –a in the stem of the imperfec-
tive verb in (11b), which alternates with the verbalizing suffix –i in the perfec-
tive verb, is a secondary imperfective (SI) suffix. Both the prefixes and the suf-
fixes are bolded in (11b).

(11) a. podpisaćP / podpisywaćI ‘sign’
b. zniechęcićP / zniechęcaćI ‘dishearthen’

Polish perfective verbs are systematically distinguished from imperfective verbs 
by their behavior with respect to the tense system. Unlike imperfective verbs, 
perfective verbs cannot occur with the future tense auxiliary, they cannot form 
present tense participles, their non-past tense forms have future time reference, 
and the verbs cannot occur as complements of phasal verbs, e.g. skończyć ‘stop’. 
A vast majority of verbs are perfective or imperfective in Polish. The verbs that be-
have with respect to the tense-related criteria like perfective and like imperfective 
verbs without any change in their morphological form are biaspectual verbs.9 

The list of the Polish verbal prefixes in (12) is given after (Wróbel 1999: 
539).10, 11

(12) Polish verbal prefixes
de-; do-; na-; nad(e)-; o/o(be)-; od(e)-; po-; pod(e)-; prze-; przy-, re-; roz(e)-; u-; w(e)
z-/we(s)-; współ-; wy-; z(e)/s-/ś-; za-.

A well-known characteristic feature of prefixation in the verbal domain in Slav-
ic, Polish including, is that a single prefix can combine with different base verbs/
roots. Conversely, different prefixes can combine with a single base verb/root. 
The ability of a verb(al root) to combine with different prefixes is shown in (13).12

(13)  myślećI ‘think’
a. domyślićP się / domyślaćI się ‘guess’

9 Among the 30, 860 imperfective and/or perfective verbs listed in Słownik gramatyczny 
języka polskiego (http://sgjp.pl), the largest database available for the study of verbal aspectual 
forms in Polish, there are only 179 biaspectual verbs. 35% of the total of the verbs in the database 
are aspect-invariable. The rest, ca. 65%, are aspectually paired (Łaziński 2020: 44–45).

10 The prefixes ob(e)-; prze-; roz(e)-; wy- and w(e)z-/we(s)- do not have cognate prepositions 
in contemporary Polish.

11 The list in (12) contains 19 prefixes, but the number of verbal prefixes differs in the litera-
ture (Łaziński 2020). The prefix współ- ‘co-’ listed in Wróbel (1999: 539) does not distribute in 
perfective stems. It is likely not a prefix, but a bound root, as it is found in the adjective wspólny 

‘common’ and the noun wspólnota ‘community’ (cf. also Łazorczyk 2010). The prefixes de- and 
re- are Latin borrowings. 

12 The cognitive verb myśleć ‘to think’ has been chosen to minimize the contrast with the 
class of psych verbs focused on here. Notice that sometimes the presence of a prefix correlates 
with the presence of the reflexive się ‘se’.
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b. namyślićP się / namyślaćI się ‘make up one’s mind’
c. obmyślićP / obmyślaćI ‘contemplate’
d. pomyślećP ‘ponder, believe’
e. przemyślećP / przemyśliwaćI ‘think through, rethink’
f. rozmyślaćI ‘meditate, ponder’
g. rozmyślićP się / rozmyślaćI się ‘change one’s mind’
h. umyślićP / umyśliwaćI ‘decide, plan’
i. wymyślićP / wymyślaćI ‘invent, think up’
j. zmyślićP / zmyślaćI ‘make up’
k. zamyślićP się / zamyślaćI się ‘be lost in thought, be engrossed’

According to SGJP (Saloni et al. 2015) and to Łaziński (2020: 300), the prefix po- 
in (13d) is a pure perfectivizer. The only meaning it contributes to the lexical 
meaning of the base verb myślećI ‘think’ is the meaning of terminativity. How-
ever, it could also be analyzed as the delimitative po-, depending on syntac-
tic context, as unlike Russian and Czech, the Polish delimitative po- does not 
necessarily imply that the temporal extent of an event fall short of some con-
ventional expectation value (cf. Willim 2006). Furthermore, pomyślećP ‘ponder, 
believe’ can be modified by a durative adverbial except when the verb denotes 
a mental (epistemic) attitude. The other prefixes forming the perfective stems 
of verbs derived from the root √myśl- add idiosyncratic meaning and derive 
distinct verbs with a new meaning, argument structure, c-selectional restric-
tions and/or case-licensing properties. As the prefixes are argument structure 
modifiers, they are lexical prefixes in the classification of Slavic verbal prefixes 
in Svenonius (2004). For example, while the activity-denoting myślećI ‘think’ 
is not syntactically transitive and does not take a  nominal complement/di-
rect object, as shown in (14a) and (15a), obmyślićP/obmyślaćI (cf. (13c)) and 
wymyślićP/wymyślaćI (cf. 13i)) are syntactically transitive and take a direct ob-
ject in the accusative case (cf. (14b) and (15b) respectively).

(14) a. *myślećI zemstę
    think.inf revenge.acc
   Intended: ‘devise/work out revenge’

 b. obmyślićP / obmyślaćI zemstę
 ob.think-inf ob.think.inf revenge.acc
 ‘devise/work out revenge’

(15) a. *myślećI nową potrawę
   think.inf new dish.acc
   Intended: ‘devise a new dish’

 b. wymyślićP / wymyślaćI nową potrawę
 wy.think.inf wy.think.inf new dish.acc
 ‘devise a new dish’
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Compared with other verbs, the perfective stems of Polish psych verbs are typ-
ically formed with a unique prefix (Młynarczyk 2004). This will be shown in 
the next section. 

2.2.  The argument structure and argument realization classes 
of Polish psych verbs and their prefixes

Based on the morphosyntactic properties of Exp and S  arguments, Polish 
psych verbs can be divided into six argument structure and argument realiza-
tion classes.13 The classes are presented and illustrated with selected examples 
in (16)–(21) below.14 Perfective verbs with secondary imperfective (SI) part-
ners are listed separately from the verbs derived from the base verb/root via 
prefixation. A discussion of the distribution of the prefixes across the classes 
given below will follow the examples. 

(16) ExpNOM – SACC (Exp in nominative case, S in (structural) accusative case)
imperfective perfective English equivalent
czuć poczuć ‘feel’
kochać pokochać ‘love’
lubić polubić ‘like’
miłować umiłować ‘love’
nienawidzić znienawidzić ‘hate’
podziwiać N/A ‘admire’

(17) ExpNOM – SOBL (Exp in nominative case, S in inherent/lexical case or PP)
imperfective perfective English equivalent
bać się N/A ‘fear’
lękać się zlęknąć/zlec się ‘be afraid’
litować się zlitować się ‘pity’
  ulitować się ‘pity’
obawiać się N/A ‘fear’
tęsknić zatęsknić ‘miss’

(18) ExpNOM – SOBL (Exp in nominative, obligatory reflexive clitic się, S in instrumental 
case or PP)

Class A: bare imperfective verb, prefixed perfective verb
imperfective perfective English equivalent
cieszyć się ucieszyć się ‘be pleased’
denerwować się zdenerwować się ‘be annoyed’
dziwić się zdziwić się ‘be surprised’
ekscytować się podekscytować się ‘be excited’
emocjonować się rozemocjonować się ‘be excited’

13 The classes in (19) and (20) are the ‘inverted constructions’, in which S is not an external, 
but an internal argument, which is externalized in the syntax (cf. Dahl and Fedriani 2012).

14 The list is not exhaustive and no quantitative analysis of the data will be offered here.
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fascynować się zafascynować się ‘be fascinated’
frustrować się sfrustrować się ‘be frustrated’
gnębić się zgnębić się15 ‘be worried’
gniewać się pogniewać się ‘be angry’
 rozgniewać się16 ‘be angry, enraged’
interesować się zainteresować się ‘be interested’
irytować się zirytować się ‘be irritated’
kochać się zakochać się ‘be in love’
martwić się zmartwić się ‘worry’
niepokoić się zaniepokoić się ‘be anxious, worry’
nudzić się znudzić się ‘be bored’
smucić się zasmucić się ‘be sad, sadden’
trapić się strapić się ‘be worried’
troskać się zatroskać się ‘be worried’

Class B: prefixed perfective verb, prefixed imperfective verb (SI)
perfective imperfective English equivalent
obrazić się obrażać się ‘be offended’
N/A podkochiwać się ‘fancy, be besotted’
przejąć się przejmować się ‘be distressed’
przestraszyć się przestraszać się ‘be frightened’
rozczulić się rozczulać się ‘be touched’
rozkochać się rozkochiwać się ‘fall passionately in love’ 
rozrzewnić się rozrzewniać się ‘be moved’
rozweselić się rozweselać się ‘be cheerful
rozwścieczyć się rozwścieczać się ‘be infuriated’
wściec się wściekać się ‘be mad’ 
zachwycić się zachwycać się ‘be delighted’
zadowolić się zadowalać się ‘be content’
zadziwić się zadziwiać się ‘marvel’
zakochać się zakochiwać się ‘fall in love’
zawstydzić się zawstydzać się ‘be ashamed’
zdumieć się zdumiewać się ‘be amazed’
zniechęcić się zniechęcać się ‘be disheartened’

(19) ExpACC – SNOM (Exp in (structural) accusative case, S in nominative case)
Class A: bare imperfective verb, prefixed perfective verb

imperfective perfective English equivalent
bawić rozbawić ‘amuse’

15 The perfective zgnębićP się ‘be worried’ is not listed in SJP PWN or in PWN Oxford Polish-
-English Dictionary and Cambridge Polish-English Dictionary. A naturally-occurring example of 
zgnębićP się from a Google search is given in (i).

 (i) Dziadek […] zgnębiłP się tym. (Google)
  grandfather z.worried se this.inst
  ‘Grandfather got worried about this.’
16 Roz- in verbs like rozgniewaćP (się), rozkochaćP (się)/rozkochiwaćI (się), etc. is an intensify-

ing prefix.
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ciekawić zaciekawić ‘interest’
czarować oczarować ‘charm’
denerwować zdenerwować ‘annoy’
drażnić rozdrażnić ‘annoy’
dziwić zdziwić ‘surprise’
ekscytować podekscytować ‘excite’
interesować zainteresować ‘interest’
irytować zirytować ‘irritate’
fascynować zafascynować ‘fascinate’
frustrować sfrustrować ‘frustrate’
gnębić zgnębić ‘depress, trouble’
 pognębić ‘depress/trouble’
gniewać pogniewać ‘anger’
 rozgniewać ‘anger’
martwić zmartwić ‘worry’
nękać znękać ‘bother, torment’
niepokoić zaniepokoić ‘worry’
nudzić znudzić ‘bore’
pasjonować zapasjonować ‘fascinate’
peszyć speszyć ‘abash’
razić urazić ‘offend’ 
smucić zasmucić ‘sadden’
straszyć przestraszyć ‘frighten’
 nastraszyć ‘frighten’
 wystraszyć ‘frighten’
 zastraszyć ‘frighten’
szokować zaszokować ‘startle, shock’
 zszokować ‘startle, shock’
trapić strapić ‘bother, worry’
złościć zezłościć ‘anger, annoy’
 rozzłościć ‘anger, annoy’

Class B: prefixed perfective verb, prefixed imperfective verb (SI)
perfective imperfective English equivalent
obrazić obrażać ‘offend’
oburzyć oburzać ‘outrage, shock’
olśnić olśniewać ‘dazzle, stun’
onieśmielić onieśmielać ‘intimidate, abash’
oszołomić oszołamiać ‘overwhelm’
pocieszyć pocieszać ‘console, comfort’
przejąć przejmować ‘distress’
przerazić przerażać ‘horrify’
przytłoczyć przytłaczać ‘horrify’
rozczulić rozczulać ‘touch’
rozkochać rozkochiwać ‘enamor’
rozrzewnić rozrzewniać ‘move’
rozweselić rozweselać ‘cheer up’
rozwścieczyć rozwścieczać ‘infuriate’
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urzec urzekać ‘bewitch, captivate’
wzruszyć wzruszać ‘touch, move’
zachwycić zachwycać ‘delight’
zawstydzić zawstydzać ‘shame, embarrass’
zdumieć zdumiewać ‘amaze’
zniechęcić zniechęcać ‘dishearten’

(20) ExpDAT – SNOM (Exp in dative case, S in nominative case)
Class A: bare imperfective verb, prefixed perfective verb

imperfective perfective English equivalent
brzydnąć zbrzydnąć ‘be fed up’
  obrzydnąć ‘be fed up’
imponować zaimponować ‘impress, dazzle’
podobać się spodobać się ‘appeal to’
szkodzić zaszkodzić ‘harm’

Class B: prefixed perfective verb, prefixed imperfective verb (SI)
perfective imperfective English equivalent
dokuczyć dokuczać ‘bother’
obrzydzić obrzydzać ‘digust’
pochlebić pochlebiać ‘flatter, adulate’
przeszkodzić przeszkadzać ‘disturb’
schlebić schlebiać ‘flatter’
ubliżyć ubliżać ‘insult’

(21) ExpNOM
imperfective perfective English equivalent
smutnieć posmutnieć ‘be sad, sadden’
weseleć poweseleć ‘brighten up’

As the examples given above demonstrate, most psych verbs have imperfec-
tive and perfective counterparts, although there are a  few imperfectiva tan-
tum psych verbs, e.g. bać się ‘fear’ in (17), which is at the same time an in-
herently reflexive verb.17 The imperfective verbs in (16) and (17) are stative, 
individual-level predicates expressing dispositions. The case of the object in 
(16) is structural, as evidenced by the obligatory realization of the direct ob-
ject, which is in the accusative case in positive polarity contexts, with genitive 
case in negative polarity contexts, a phenomenon known as Genitive of Ne-
gation (GoN). This is illustrated in (22b). GoN is categorical in Polish and it 
only affects structural accusative case, i.e. the case of a nominal complement of 

17 Inherently reflexive verbs do not have lexical entries lacking się, e.g. bać *(się) ‘fear’ modlić 
*(się) ‘pray’, śmiaćI*(się) ‘laugh’, etc. A tentative analysis of the structure of lękać się ‘fear’ is shown 
in (i), where się is in the specifier of the verbalizer –a. The root √lęk- undergoes head-to-head 
movement to v. Agreement morphology attaches to the head lęka-. Notice that się is not present 
in the structure of a related adjective, e.g. lękliwy ‘fearful’. 

 (i) [V się [[V –a] [√lęk-]]]
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a transitive verb (cf. Willim 1990). The verbs in this class have verbal passives 
(cf. Rozwadowska and Bondaruk 2019; Bondaruk 2020).

(22) a. Jan kochałI/ pokochałP Marysię/ *Marysi.
 John loved po.loved Mary.acc Mary.gen
 ‘John loved/started loving Mary.’

 b. Jan nie kochałI/ pokochałP *Marysię/ Marysi.
 John not loved po.loved Mary.acc Mary.gen
 ‘John did not love/start loving Mary.’

The S argument of the imperfective nienawidzićI is in the genitive, unlike the 
S argument of the perfective znienawidzićP ‘hate’, which is in the accusative. 
However, as nienawidzićI can be passivized, the genitive case of the S argument 
of the imperfective verb seems to be a variety of structural case, verbs assigning 
inherent case to their internal argument not being passivizable in Polish (cf., 
among others, Bondaruk 2020). The verbs listed in (16) have a prefix only in 
the perfective stem. The exception is podziwiaćI ‘admire’, in which the combi-
nation of the prefix and the root dziw- ‘wonder’ is not compositional. The syn-
tactic structure that I propose for the verbs with Exp in nominative case in (16) 
and (17), which adapts the insights into such structures in Ramchand (2008) 
and Cuervo (2015), is given in (23), where Exp is the specifier of VoiceP.18

(23) [VoiceP Exp [ Voice’ Voice [vp vBE [√P √root [ S]]]]]

The verbs in (17) distribute in structures with ExpNOM and an oblique object 
(SOBL). The oblique object can be a PP, e.g. tęsknićI ‘miss, yearn’ c-selects za ‘for’-
PP or do ‘to’-PP, or an NP marked with lexical/inherent case, e.g. ufaćI ‘trust’ 
takes the S argument in the dative.19 Grammatical aspect does not affect the ar-
gument realization patterns of psych verbs in the classes illustrated in (16) and 
(17) except for the difference in case-marking of the S argument of the perfec-
tive verb znienawidzićP ‘hate’ compared with nienawidzićI ‘hate’. 

The verbs in (18) occur in reflexively-marked active Voice syntax, where 
się alternates with a  lexical Expacc of a  related verb belonging to the class 

18 For reasons of space, I do not discuss the syntax of all structures with Polish psych verbs 
here. However, I assume that verbs are syntactically decomposed into a number of verbal lay-
ers on top of a category-neutral root and the external argument (EA) is severed from the verb 
(cf., among others, Alexiadou et al. 2015 and the references therein), as shown in (i), where v is 
the verbalizing suffix, which determines the inflectional class of the verb and is the locus of the 
event argument. As mentioned in Section 1, Asp is the locus of the null operators of perfec-
tive or imperfective aspect (Ramchand 2004, 2007; Tatevosov 2011, 2015). For clarity, I provide 
schematic representations of some selected constructions under discussion in the main text.

(i) [TP Tense [ AspP Asp [VoiceP EA [ Voice’ Voice [vP [ v [RootP √root XP]]]]]]]
19 Following Dahl and Fedriani (2012), oblique objects are PP complements of a verb as well 

as NPs marked with idiosyncratic case or inherent, theta-related case. 
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illustrated in (19).20 The ability of a psych verb/verbal root to occur with Exp 
in the accusative (cf. (23a)) or in the nominative in a reflexively-marked struc-
ture, in which się blocks a lexical ExpACC, correlates with a change in the link-
ing of the arguments to the syntax.

(23) a. Sukces cieszyłI / ucieszyłP Jana.
 success delighted u.delighted John
 ‘(His/The) success delighted John.’

 b. Jan cieszyłI się / ucieszyłP się z sukcesu.
 John delighed se u.delighted se from success
 ‘John was pleased about (his/the) success.’

Following Rozwadowska and Bondaruk (2019), here I will take the verbs oc-
curring in the realization class in (18) to be unergative. The S argument (T/SM 
in Rozwadowska and Bondaruk 2019) can be realized with a PP, as in (23b), or 
with an NP marked with instrumental case, depending on the verb. As argued 
by Rozwadowska and Bondaruk (2019), structures like (23b) are neither unac-
cusative nor anticausative, Polish not having a causative psych alternation, un-
like e.g. Greek.21 In this approach, się is not a marker of valency reduction in 
the construction illustrated in (23b), as both the verbs in the unergative syn-
tax in (18) and their related object experiencer verbs in (19) express a relation 
between Exp and S. Neither is the reflexive się an unaccusative marker, unlike 
si in reflexively-marked structures with preoccupare ‘worry’-verbs in Italian 
(Belletti and Rizzi 1988, 2012). Taking the external argument of an unergative 
predicate to be introduced by a Voice head, I propose here that się occurring in 
the reflexively-marked construction in (18) is the vocabulary item realizing an 
active Voice head with antipassive properties. The Voice head is thematic and 
projects the external argument to the syntax, but it does not have the property 
of assigning accusative case, which is absorbed by się, a vocabulary item that 
realizes it. Thus, S is realized as an oblique object. In other words, a themat-
ic active Voice head realized with an overt case-absorbing clitic (się) intran-
sitivizes or detransitivizes a dyadic predicate morphosyntactically, as shown 
in (24). As a nominative subject in an unergative structure, Exp is agent-like 
(Dahl and Fedriani 2012; cf. also Rozwadowska and Bondaruk 2019). Many 
of the verbs with ExpNOM can be interpreted dynamically, the experiencing 

20 The only psych verb occurring in the reflexively-marked syntax that does not occur also 
in the ExpACC  –  SNOM syntax is the verb kochaćI ‘love’. The difference between the transitive 
kochać and the morphosyntactically intransitive kochać się seems to lie in the former being an 
individual -level predicate expressing a disposition and the latter allowing reference to a tran-
sient emotional state of Exp. 

21 Fleischhauer (2013) analyzes German reflexive OE psych verbs as anticausatives. If this is 
correct, German licenses the psych causative alternation like Greek. 
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individual perceptibly externalizing the internal emotional state in behavior, 
as illustrated in (25) (cf. also Fleischhauer 2013).

(24) [VoiceP Exp [ Voice’ [Voice się [vp v [√P √ [ S]]]]]]

(25) W trakcie rozmowy mężczyzna bardzo nerwowo
in duration conversation man very nervously
się zachowywałI, denerwowałI się. (Google)
se behaved annoyed se
‘During the conversation, the man was behaving very nervously. He was annoyed.’

As observed by Rozwadowska and Bondaruk (2019), some of the verbs in the 
class illustrated in (18) allow the S  argument to be omitted. The possibility 
of omitting the ‘demoted’/oblique object also correlates with morphosyntac-
tic intransitivization or detransitivization of a dyadic predicate in antipassive 
structures cross-linguistically (Polinsky 2017). The verbs that allow omission 
of the S argument include nudzićI się ‘be bored’, denerwowaćI się ‘be annoyed’, 
zakochaćP się ‘start loving’, rozweselićP się ‘cheer up’, zaniepokoićP się ‘worry’, etc. 
Grammatical aspect does not affect the possibility of omitting the S argument, 
as shown in (25) above and in (26).

(26) Kierowca busa zdenerwowałP się podczas kontroli. (Google)
driver bus.gen z.annoyed se during inspection
‘The bus driver got upset during the inspection.’

Most, but not all verbal roots listed in (18), i.e. the roots that can occur in 
the reflexively-marked unergative syntax (cf.  (24)), can also occur in struc-
tures with an object experiencer in the accusative (cf. (19)). The exceptions 
are olśnićP/olśniewaćI ‘dazzle’, oszołomićP/oszołamiaćI ‘overwhelm’, and urzecP/
urzekaćI ‘bewitch, captivate’. An analysis explaining this asymmetry is beyond 
the scope of this paper, but I tentatively suggest here that the reason why the 
above -mentioned verbs do not occur in the reflexively-marked unergative ac-
tive Voice syntax is that the states of being dazzled, overwhelmed or bewitched 
seem to be out of human control, i.e. the experiencer argument is too patient-
like to be an external argument introduced by an active Voice head.22,23 

Unlike the verbal roots in the ExpACC – SNOM class (cf. (19)), the verbal roots 
in the ExpDAT – SNOM class (cf. (20)) do not occur in the unergative reflexive-
ly-marked active syntax (cf. (24)). The argument in the dative case, which is 

22 The fact that not all verbs in the class in (19) can occur in the unergative syntax (cf. (24)) 
speaks against deriving the nominative Exp via movement in the syntax. 

23 The likely reason why there is no unergative imperfective verb straszyćI się with the mean-
ing of ‘fear, be frightened’ is that Polish has two other imperfective verbs with ExpNOM lexicaliz-
ing the concept fear, the verb bać sięI ‘fear, be frightened’, which is lexically reflexive and has no 
perfective partner, and the lexically reflexive verb lękać sięI ‘fear’, which has a perfective partner. 
These two verbs likely block ExpNOM verb *straszyćI się ‘fear, be frightened’.
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non-structural case in Polish, is an external argument (EA) in the specifier of 
vP, as suggested for Polish in Bondaruk (2020). Alternatively, it is an EA in the 
specifier of ApplP, as suggested for parallel structures in Greek in Alexiadou 
and Anagnostopoulou (2020). Being an external argument, ExpDAT cannot be 
merged in the specifier of active Voice in (24), as its argument status would 
not change and the structure would not have a different interpretation. At the 
same time, as the second argument of a  verb in class (20), e.g. imponowaćI 
‘impress, dazzle’, can be inanimate, it could not be merged in the specifier of 
a reflexivley-marked active Voice, as the argument introduced by a reflexively-
marked Voice head is an agent or it is agent-like. 

Apart from ExpACC – SNOM verbs (cf. (19)), Polish also has ExpDAT – SNOM 
verbs (cf. (20)). Agentively or eventively interpreted verbs with Exp in the ac-
cusative and S in the nominative (cf. ((19)) are found in verbal passives. Thus, 
they behave like canonical transitive verbs, with Exp an external argument 
of Voice, unlike their Greek counterparts (cf. Alexiadou and Anagnostopulou 
2020). Unambiguously stative verbs in (19) and (20) are argued to be internal 
arguments in a double ergative syntax in Bondaruk (2020). On this analysis, 
Exp is merged higher than S VP-internally and the surface S > Exp order is de-
rived by movement (cf. also Belletti & Rizzi 1988, 2012; Dahl & Fedriani 2012). 
The accusative case of the Exp argument of verbs in the class in (19) is struc-
tural, as it is subject to GoN. The imperfective and perfective verbs with the 
same lexical meaning in (19) and (20) do not differ with respect to argument 
structure and argument realization patterns. The verb/root straszyćI ‘frighten’ 
listed in (19) can be perfectivized with three different prefixes, viz. prze-, na-, 
and wy-. There do not seem to be any semantic differences between the verbs 
derived with the prefixes, although nastraszyćP tends to imply the presence of 
an agent argument.24 Also non-psych perfective verbs may have stems formed 
with different prefixes (cf. Laskowski 1999: 83; Szymanek 2010: 139), a phe-
nomenon known as prefix doubles. For example, płowiećI ‘lose color’ has two 
perfective stems: spłowiećP ‘lose color’ and wypłowiećP ‘lose color’. Importantly, 
the prefixes in prefix doubles are never lexical prefixes. In contrast to the pre-
fixes prze-, na-, and wy- perfectivizing straszyćI ‘frighten’, the prefix za- derives 
zastraszyćP ‘intimidate’, which is an agentive verb. 

24 However, nastraszyć is also licensed in the absence of the agent, as shown in (i) below 
and (ii).

 (i) …zaczęła coś mruczeć, … co go niemało 
  …started.3sg.f something mutter what he.acc not.little 
  nastraszyłoP. (Google)
  na.frightened.
  ‘She started muttering something, … which frightened him a lot.’ 
 (ii) Stara nastraszyłaP się… (SJPC)
  old.lady na.frightened se
  ‘The old woman felt frightened…’
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In addition, Polish has two psych verbs forming a  class of their own, 
smutniećI/posmutniećP ‘be sad, sadden’ and weselećI/poweselećP ‘cheer up, bright-
en up’. The two verbs are monovalent unaccusatives. As shown in Cetnarowska 
(2000), perfective unaccusative verbs denoting change of state or location have 
resultative participles in –ł(y), in contrast to perfective intransitive unerga-
tives in Polish. Both posmutniećP ‘sadden’ and poweselećP ‘cheer up/brighten up’ 
have resultative participles in –ł(y), viz. posmutniał(y) and poweselał(y) respec-
tively, as shown in (27a) and (27b). Other intransitive verbs with participles 
in –ł(y) are all verbs of change of state or location, e.g. zgnił(y) ‘rot’, zwiędł(y)’ 
‘wilted’, wyschł(y) ‘dried up’, zmarł(y) ‘dead’, przybył(y) ‘arrived’, etc. Intransi-
tive unergative verbs do not have resultative participles, e.g. pobiegaćP ‘run for 
a while’ does not have a participle in –ł(y), *pobiegał(y) ‘po.run.ptcp(agr)’ be-
ing unavailable.

(27) a. W sukurs posmutniałemu […] proboszczowi przyszli
 in rescue po.saddened.sg.m.dat  rector.sg.m.dat came
 jego wikariusze […]. (Google)
 his vicars
 ‘The saddened rector’s vicars came to his rescue.’ 

 b. Szybko wyszedł z sali, uciekając przed 
 quickly left.3sg.m from room running before
 nagle poweselałym Feliciano. (Google)
 suddenly po.brightened.up.sg.m.inst Feliciano.sg.m.inst
  ‘He quickly left the room, running away from Feliciano, who had suddenly 

cheered up.’

Wrapping up, Polish psych verbs exhibit considerable morphosyntactic vari-
ability, similarly to psych verbs in other languages (cf. Belletti and Rizzi 1988, 
2012; Pesetsky 1995; Landau 2010; Dahl and Fedriani 2012). Unlike the psych 
verbs in the early Indo-European languages investigated in Dahl and Fedriani 
(2012), which fall into five argument realization classes, Polish psych verbs 
fall into six argument realization classes: verbs with Exp as the only argument 
(ExpNOM), two classes with the first merge Exp > S order (ExpNOM > SACC and 
ExpNOM > SOBL), one class of verbs occurring in reflexively-marked unergative 
active voice syntax with Exp an external argument of Voice in the nominative, 
some of which allow omission of S, and two classes with S > Exp order. How-
ever, only stative verbs with Exp in the accusative have derived surface S > Exp 
order in Polish. The Exp > S order is not a derived order in structures with 
ExpACC interpreted agentively or eventively. The isolated class of monovalent 
unaccusative verbs with ExpNOM is absent in Dahl and Fedriani’s (2012) tax-
onomy. Furthermore, unlike modern Italian, which has two subclasses of dy-
adic psych verbs argued to be unaccusative in Belletti and Rizzi (1988, 2012): 
dyadic unaccusative psych verbs in the preoccuparsi ‘worry’-class and dyadic 
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unaccusative predicates in the piacere ‘like’-class, the verbs occurring in the 
Polish inverted ExpACC > SNOM construction are double ergatives and not un-
accusatives (Bondaruk 2020). Except for the difference in the case-marking of 
the S argument of nienawidzićI and znienawidzićP ‘hate’, grammatical aspect 
does not affect case assignment and it does not affect c-selection. Imperfec-
tive and perfective Polish psych verbs do not differ in their core lexical mean-
ing and their argument structure and argument realization patterns are not 
affected by grammatical aspect, except for the verbs in the class of verbs with 
ExpACC. Unlike unambiguously stative verbs in this class, whose Exp argument 
is VP-internal (Bondaruk 2020), ambiguous verbs in this class may map Exp 
onto an external argument depending on the event structure. I will return to 
the question of the relation between argument structure and event structure of 
Polish psych verbs in the next section. 

The perfective stems of psych verbs as a class are formed with the prefix-
es na-; o/ob-; po-; pod-; prze-, roz(e)-; u-; wy-; wz-; z(e)/s- and za-, which do 
not exhibit any clear preferences for distributing in verbs with a  particular 
argument realization option. For example, even za-, which is the most fre-
quent prefix forming perfective stems of Polish psych verbs, does not derive 
the verbs in (16), verbs in class B in (20), and verbs in (21). The 11 prefixes de-
riving perfective psych verbs constitute a vast majority of prefixes analyzed as 
pure perfectivizers in Łaziński (2020: 75), which are presented in the order of 
frequency in (28).25 

(28) Polish pure perfectivizers (Łaziński 2020: 75):
z(e)/s-/ś-; za-; wy-; po-; u-; o/ob-; na-; prze-; roz(e)-; w-; od-; przy-; pod-. 

Given that a vast majority of perfective Polish psych verbs do not differ in their 
(core) lexical meaning, argument structure and argument realization patterns 
from their imperfective counterparts, the prefixes in Polish perfective psych 
verbs are not argument structure modifiers. At the same time, there are per-
fective psych verbs with SI partners, as illustrated with class B verbs in (18), 
(19) and (20). In addition, in some perfective psych verbs the contribution of 
the prefix to the root cannot be interpreted in a (fully) compositional way. Ex-
amples include the object experiencer verb zaskoczyćP ‘surprise’, in which za- 
combines with the base verb skoczyć ‘jump’.26 In pocieszyćP ‘console’, the base 
verb/root is cieszyćI ‘please’. In yet other cases, e.g. zadowolićP and zdumiećP, 
the prefix is isolable only on historical grounds (cf. Boryś 2008). From the syn-
chronic point of view, it may be best analyzed as attached directly to bound 

25 Omitted in (28) are two prefixes, do- and wz-, which are not treated as aspectual in both of 
the corpus-based dictionaries of Polish on which Łaziński’s (2020) study is based. 

26 Already in Old Polish, the verb zaskoczyćP ‘surprise’ denoted a (psychological) reaction 
to a sudden and by metaphorical extension, unexpected event (cf. Janowska and Pastuchowa 
2005: 190). 
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roots, as there are no free roots *dowolić and *dumieć in contemporary Polish. 
Alternatively, these prefix + root combinations are lexicalized. Thus, classifying 
the prefixes forming perfective stems of psych verbs as superlexical, merged 
in AspP (Ramchand 2004, 2007), is problematic (cf. also Žaucer 2005, Wiland 
2012 and Tatevosov 2015 in reference to the inceptive za- in Slovenian, Polish 
and Russian respectively). What is noteworthy is that while the transition into 
an activity or non-psych state is encoded with a single inceptive prefix za-, as 
in zapłakaćP ‘start crying’ and zamieszkaćP ‘start living, come to live’, the tran-
sition into a  psych state is encoded with as many as 11 distinct prefixes. If 
psych verbs are to be treated as a lexical class, the perfective counterparts dif-
fering from the (secondary) imperfective ones only in having a constant com-
ponent of the onset to a given state, the perfective stems should have a uniform 
morphosyntactic analysis. I suggest here that although the prefixes in perfec-
tive psych verbs in Polish are not argument structure modifiers, they are not 
merged outside VP (cf. also Žaucer 2005 and Tatevosov 2011, 2015). 

2.3. Interim summary and outlook
In this section, the 11 prefixes forming perfective psych predicates in Polish 
have been shown not to change the core meaning of the base verbs or roots 
they combine with and thus not to be argument structure modifiers. This is 
true regardless the argument realization class of a psych verb. The distribution 
of the prefixes deriving the verbs in a given class is not predicted by the argu-
ment realization class. In Sections 3 and 4, to appear in Part 2 of this paper in 
volume 16(1) of this journal, I will focus on the internal temporal structure 
of perfective psych verbs, which can denote a punctual transition into a state, 
similarly to non-culminating achievements (happenings), or an event of grad-
ual scalar change. I will argue that perfective psych verbs are verbs of scalar 
change in all their uses and that the different readings reflect a difference in 
the mereological complexity of a scale along which their event stages are or-
dered. A two-point scale associated with a psych verb gives rise to a punctual 
event of change. A multivalued scale gives rise to a gradual scalar change read-
ing. Whether the event denoted by a perfective psych verb is punctual or scalar 
change is extended in time, the verb has in its semantic representation a scalar 
degree that maps onto a single time moment which is the beginning of a given 
psych state.
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